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case story

We asked a major retailer
Why did you choose
the TR4000?
We needed a low-cost cash
settlement system that was accurate,
easy to use and could handle coins, notes, credit
cards and other inputs giving us maximum flexibility
in our cash reconciliation process.

“TR4000
provides an
accurate
audit
trail”

The TR4000 system combines a high performance note counter with a
powerful processor unit with a calculator style key pad for inputting
the data.
Management information is provided on an easy-to-read printout.

What are the benefits to your business?
We have a very low-cost but highly efficient system that has speeded up
our reconciliation of till transactions meaning that we can address any
issues very quickly.
The banking cycle has been speeded up and we have not had to invest in
expensive back office systems. The simplicity of the TR4000 means that
we have had no technical problems and our cash office staff are able to
quickly learn how to use the technology.

contact
Mr. James Newnham
+44 7973 687554

your complete partner
The TR4000 offers a low-cost solution for reconciliation of till
transactions. It is easy to use, accurate and exceptionally reliable
providing the concise management information you need to run your
business efficiently.

technical specifications
Controller
width	
290mm
depth		200mm
height		80mm
weight		1.59kg (3.5lbs)
voltage		120/220 AC external power pack
keyboard	
Programmable - up to 51 functions
display
20 character, 2-line alphanumeric, back lit LCD
printer
24 column, dot matrix
interface		RS232, RS422, RS485
Tellac-16
width		278mm
depth		227mm
height		208mm
weight		5.5kg
voltage
100/240 AC, 50/60Hz
speed		2,000; 1,600; 1,200; 800 notes/min
hopper capacity		500 notes
stacker capacity		200 notes
note size		50-100mm high, 100-185mm long
interface		RS-232C

Number of bills counted is automatically transferred

Fast entry of non-cash items

accessories

options

EXTERNAL DISPLAY
Currency Counting

Founded in 1966, scan coin is one of today’s leading suppliers of cash processing equipment, system
solutions and services. Our worldwide customer base is served through a network of scan coin companies
and distribution partners covering some 120 countries.
scan coin develops, manufactures and markets equipment and integrated solutions for handling
banknotes and coins, and has become a world leader in the automatic cash processing market.

SCAN COIN Ltd l Dutch House l 110 Broadway l Salford Quays l Salford M50 2UW
Phone +44 161 873 0505 l Fax +44 161 873 0501 l sales@scancoin.co.uk l www.scancoin.com

Tellac 16 bank note counter

Alternative currency counters can be fitted
including value counting and note sorting
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Permanent audit trail
maintained

